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ABSTRACT
Crowdsourced design feedback systems are emerging resources for
getting large amounts of feedback in a short period of time. Traditionally, the feedback comes in the form of a declarative statement,
which often contains positive or negative sentiment. Prior research
has shown that overly negative or positive sentiment can strongly
influence the perceived usefulness and acceptance of feedback and,
subsequently, lead to ineffective design revisions. To enhance the effectiveness of crowdsourced design feedback, we investigate a new
approach for mitigating the effects of negative or positive feedback
by combining open-ended and thought-provoking questions with
declarative feedback statements. We conducted two user studies
to assess the effects of question-based feedback on the sentiment
and quality of design revisions in the context of graphic design. We
found that crowdsourced question-based feedback contains more
neutral sentiment than statement-based feedback. Moreover, we
provide evidence that presenting feedback as questions followed
by statements leads to better design revisions than question- or
statement-based feedback alone.
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1

INTRODUCTION

Feedback is a central part of learning and achievement that can help
evaluate one’s work, uncover problems, and promote new ideas for
improvement. Yet, its effectiveness greatly varies by type and how
it is framed, and its impact can be either positive or negative [20].
In graphic design, feedback is a vital part of the iterative design
process and is typically solicited in critique sessions. However,
these sessions are time and resource intensive. Moreover, feedback from alternative sources like peers and online communities
can be scarce [30, 31, 51], biased [44, 51], and superficial [46, 50].
Crowdsourced online feedback is an emerging mechanism to gather
large amounts of feedback quickly [18, 29, 53]. When structured
appropriately, crowdsourced feedback can be as effective as expert
feedback [55] and help designers produce more and better design
revisions than they could have done otherwise [30, 51, 52].
For crowdsourced feedback to be effective, it needs to foster productive reflection on the design to generate useful ideas for design
revisions. Furthermore, the feedback needs to be acceptable to the
designer, or else they will ignore it. However, this is challenging
because there is a tension between the productive value of feedback and acceptability, which is related to the feedback’s perceived
sentiment. For instance, Crain et al. [12] found that feedback with
positive sentiment, which we will refer to as positive feedback, is
typically preferred by content creators. However, positive feedback
is less likely to lead to improvements through iteration. On the other
hand, in their study, feedback with negative sentiment encouraged
more design iterations but tended to have lower acceptance. In
the worst case, feedback with negative sentiment, which we will
refer to as negative feedback, influences the recipient’s affective
state [1, 49] and can reduce their overall task performance [5].
To improve the effectiveness of crowdsourced feedback on design
revisions, we contribute a novel approach of enhancing traditional
statement-based feedback with open-ended and thought-provoking
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QUESTION

Neutral Sentiment

How did you choose the photo of
the boathouse and do you think it
is the most attention-grabbing
photo you could have used?

QUESTION

How did you choose the questions
for the top? Do you feel that the
wording is clear and concise?

DETAILS

STATEMENT

Neutral Sentiment

DETAILS

Positive Sentiment

I love the picture of the
boathouse. It makes me curious
about the rowing programs and
the open house.

STATEMENT

Negative Sentiment

The second question at the top
doesn't make sense and doesn't
read well as it's worded. The
statement, come to Our boathouse
open house is very redundant.

Figure 1: Enhanced Design Feedback: Two example feedback items for a flyer from the first user study (Section 4). Each feedback item consists of an open-ended question followed by a traditional statement. Although the related questions and statements target the same aspects of the flyer design, the questions carry more neutral sentiment than the statements.
questions (Figure 1). We hypothesized that presenting feedback
in the form of a question followed by a statement would result
in higher-quality design revisions compared to statement-based
or question-based feedback alone. Building on prior work from
several fields, our rationale for this hypothesis is twofold. First, we
hypothesized that feedback in the form of open-ended questions
carries less sentiment than statements and, subsequently, improves
the acceptance of the feedback. Second, we hypothesized that the
preceding open-ended question promotes productive reflection
even if the statement-based feedback is superficial or unacceptable
to the designer.
In design, reflection is fundamental in evaluating the current
state of one’s work relative to its goals and for generating ideas for
improvements [39]. It is suggested that combining feedback with
reflection is a superior format [4] compared to feedback alone. For
instance, feedback that incorporates a reflective task can lead to
more extensive revisions and increased quality [54] compared to
traditional feedback. An effective way to promote reflection is facilitative questioning. For example, in teaching, questioning is known
as an effective technique to trigger reflection and critical thinking
among students [6, 43]. However, questioning should not be the
only type of feedback as it can otherwise irritate students [3]. Besides reflection, questions could balance the acceptance of feedback
statements, assuming they contain neutral sentiment. For instance,
ordering feedback from positive to negative has been shown to lead
to a more balanced perception of negative feedback by improving
the recipients’ happiness and excitement [48].
We conducted two online user studies in the context of graphic
design to study the effects of enhancing statement-based with
question-based feedback. In the first study, we investigated if feedback in the form of open-ended and thought-provoking questions
can be crowdsourced and if these questions contain more neutral
sentiment compared to corresponding feedback statements. The
results show that 85% of the questions created by the crowd workers are open-ended and thought-provoking. We also found that the

questions derived from negative or positive statements contained
significantly more neutral sentiment than the corresponding statements, as exemplified in Figure 1. In the second study, we examined
the effectiveness of feedback enhanced with open-ended questions
on the quality of design revisions. We recruited 36 non-professional
designers to design a flyer and revise it based on crowdsourced
feedback. To test our hypothesis, we assessed three ways of presenting the feedback: statements only, questions only, and questions
followed by statements. We employed an external jury of expert
designers to rate the flyers’ design quality for comparison. We
found that participants who were shown questions followed by
statements improved their designs to a significantly greater degree
than participants who saw either statements or questions alone.
We make two contributions to the area of crowdsourced design feedback. First, we introduce the first method for framing
crowdsourced design feedback as questions and combining them
with traditional feedback statements. Second, we provide empirical
evidence that presenting crowdsourced feedback in the form of
open-ended questions followed by statements improves the quality
of design revisions compared to presenting feedback as either statements or questions alone. Combining statement-based feedback
with open-ended questions is complementary to other strategies
for enhancing the effectiveness of design feedback. Therefore, our
approach can easily be integrated into existing crowdsourced design feedback systems to increase the overall productive value of
the feedback for design revisions.

2 RELATED WORK
2.1 Background
Within the inherently iterative design process, feedback is essential to evaluate the design’s current state and generate revision
ideas [20, 36]. Design studios are a fundamental element in design
education, where students receive feedback in various types of
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critique sessions [40]. These critique sessions consist of a work presentation by the student followed by an individual critique from the
teacher (i.e., “desk crit”), multi-layered critique by a jury, or open
feedback from other students [45]. Ideally these sessions result in a
dialogue for finding a common ground between one’s own design
intentions and the received feedback. In the professional practice,
designers are seeking such detailed feedback from peers. Overall,
design critiques provide in-depth analyses and foster a deep understanding of the designer’s work [10, 13]. However, while providing
rich feedback, critiques can be infrequent, time-consuming, and
resource-intensive. Therefore, designers may require additional
feedback in preparation for the more structured critique sessions.
Peers and online communities can provide such additional feedback
but it can be limited in quantity [30, 31, 51], biased [44, 51], and superficial [46, 50]. Crowdsourcing is an approach to overcome these
limitations [18, 29, 53] and provide almost expert-quality feedback
when elicited and structured effectively [55].

2.2

Sentiment and Valence

Prior research on crowdsourced feedback systems found that the
sentiment of feedback impacts its perceived usefulness. For example, Yuan et al. [55] found that “positively written and emotional
critiques received higher average ratings”. Their findings provide
evidence that valence and arousal are positively correlated with
designers’ ratings of feedback. Similarly, Nguyen et al. [33] studied
feedback on writing tasks and found that positive tone in critical
feedback leads to better work quality overall. Krause et al. [28]
systematically investigated the perceived usefulness of feedback
along various dimensions such as length, specificity, or complexity. They found that the perceived usefulness peaks for feedback
with neutral to very mildly negative sentiment. Wu et al. [48] build
upon these findings and studied the effects of presenting feedback
with varying sentiments in different orders. They present empirical
evidence that showing negative feedback at the end improved the
feedback’s perception.
However, in contrast to the perceived usefulness, Crain et al. [12]
studied the long-term effects of different types of feedback on design
iterations in a large meta-study on feedback collected from Reddit.
They found that longer and less positive feedback is predictive of a
higher number of design iterations. Although the study could only
take publicly shared iterations into account, it highlights a disparity
between the perceived usefulness and the actual effectiveness of
feedback with diverging sentiment.
Sargeant et al. [37] studied the impact of positive and negative
feedback on the recipient. They found that negative feedback can
evoke negative feelings, especially when the feedback disagrees
with the recipient’s self-perception. In this case, the recipient perceives the feedback to be addressed against themselves rather than
the task at hand. Wu et al. [49] confirmed these findings and additionally showed that balancing the valence of feedback can mitigate
the impact of negative feedback on its perceived usefulness.
We hypothesize that framing feedback as a question will alleviate
sentiment. Subsequently, we hypothesize that showing feedback
in the form of questions prior to the traditional statement-based
feedback will increase the feedback’s overall acceptability.
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2.3

Reflection

The ultimate goal of feedback is to help improve the critiqued
work. In order to achieve this goal, feedback needs to facilitate
new productive ideas. Beyond direct feedback, reflection is another
popular tool [39] in the design community to generate ideas for
design revisions. See Baumer et al. [2] for a review on how reflection
can be leveraged in the design process as a whole. In regard to
feedback, Caroline Brandt [4] showed that feedback alone might
not always be sufficient. She suggests that combining feedback with
a reflection task is generally superior.
Yen et al. [54] confirmed this hypothesis by showing that reflection alone can be as beneficial as crowdsourced feedback. They
implement a reflective activity where designers have to respond
to three generic questions about their design. In their study, the
combination of reflection and feedback led to the best design quality overall. Moreover, Sargeant et al. [38] found that facilitated
reflection can alleviate the distress caused by negative feedback
and enhance feedback acceptance.
In this work, we build upon these findings and hypothesize that
feedback in the form of questions will act as a lightweight reflective
activity that promotes useful ideas for design revisions. Moreover,
we extend previous reflection approaches by preceding a negative
feedback statement with an open-ended question related to the
same aspect of the design to help designers to better cope with
potential distress caused by the negative feedback.

2.4

Facilitative Questioning

For questions to be effective, they need to facilitate reflection and
promote critical thinking. For instance, in evaluating writing, Knoblauch
and Brannon [27] have established an approach called “Facilitative
Response”, which argues that the reviewer should adopt a “facilitative posture”. Instead of directly telling the writer what to do, the
reviewer should raise open-ended questions to encourage the writer
to think about their ideas and expressions more fully. Facilitative
responses do not need to come in the form of questions, but studies
have found questions to be an effective implementation.
For example, Carnine et al. [6] found positive effects for facilitative questioning in combination with feedback in teaching children.
Berghmans et al. [3] studied the benefits of facilitative questioning against direct teaching approaches for medical students. They
found that facilitative questioning is beneficial for students with
less expertise. Interestingly, they also discovered that questioning
alone is not perceived well as students demand information after
facilitative questions were raised.
In general, questioning has been studied as a tool for teaching.
For example, Alison King developed a technique called “reciprocal
questioning” [24, 25] in which she provides evidence that thoughtprovoking questions lead to a deep discussion about topics and
encourage critical thinking [26]. Ciardiello et al. [8] discuss how
to identify and generate divergent questions to promote literacy.
Chambers et al. [7] compared questioning as a teaching tool for
swimmers and found that deliberately delaying extensive amounts
of feedback and replacing it with insightful questions elicits better
reflection and ultimately improves the swimmers’ technique.
In our approach, we implement facilitative questioning as a tool
to promote reflection and critical thinking.
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2.5

Framing & Structuring Feedback

Irrespective of the feedback’s sentiment and reflective nature, the
way a system elicits and structures feedback from non-expert crowd
workers can change the feedback’s focus and quality. For example,
Hicks et al. [21] investigate three different ways of framing feedback.
They found that asking for numerical ratings of the design leads to
more explanatory feedback of lower quality.
Sadler describes effective feedback to be specific (following a
predefined concept), goal-oriented (comparing the work’s current to
a reference state), and actionable (promoting actions that close the
performance gap) [36]. As elaborated by Connor and Irizarry, these
three elements are equally necessary for design critiques [10]. They
additionally argued that the critique’s goal should be an analysis
of the performance gap to drive effective design iterations. In the
context of crowdsourcing, several studies [18, 23, 30, 32, 35, 51, 55]
have evaluated the effects of structuring and scaffolding feedback
and found that an appropriate structure elicits more diverse and
higher quality feedback. For example, Voyant [51] prompts nonexpert feedback providers to provide smaller feedback on various
specific aspects of a design. In CrowdCrit [30], Luther et al. built
upon these findings and further structured the feedback task into
problem identification and explanation.
In our method, we utilize these findings by asking the feedback
providers to focus on three different aspects of the design.

3

APPROACH AND HYPOTHESES

Previous research indicates a design tension (Section 2). Positive
feedback is more acceptable to the recipient, but it is less likely to
lead to substantial revisions compared to negative feedback. On
the other hand, negative feedback can lead to substantial design
improvements, but it is a source of discouragement and it is likely
to be dismissed. This is particularly challenging in the context of
crowdsourced design feedback systems, an otherwise promising
source of feedback. How can we enhance crowdsourced design
feedback to be acceptable and substantive to promote useful ideas
for design revisions? And how can we elicit such feedback robustly
from non-expert crowd workers?
Our approach is to structure feedback such that a potentially negative or positive statement is preceded by an open-ended question
related to the same concern. For instance, in the context of designing an event flyer, “This image is not relevant to the event” might be
preceded by “What made you choose this image?”, or “How is this
image related to the event?”. To ensure that the question and statement relate to the same concern, the feedback provider is asked to
first provide statement-based feedback and subsequently rephrase
the statement into an open-ended and thought-provoking question.
We consider a question to be open-ended when it requires an elaborating answer beyond “yes”, “no”, or simple facts. The goal of such
a question is to promote critical thinking and reflection about a specific aspect of the critiqued work without carrying overly positive
or negative sentiment.
In this context, our main hypothesis is the following:
H-Main: Feedback in the form of an open-ended question followed by a statement improves the overall quality of design revisions compared to statement-based or question-based feedback
alone. Our reasoning is twofold. We hypothesize that the preceding
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question increases the acceptance of negative feedback and that
asking a question will act as a lightweight reflective task, which can
promote better design revision, as shown by Yen et al. [54]. However, we expect feedback consisting of questions alone to lead to less
effective design revisions as it can irritate the feedback receiver [3].
To answer our main hypothesis, we pose the following supporting hypotheses on the effects of question-based feedback:
H-Support 1: Non-expert crowd workers can ask openended and thought-provoking questions. Given prior work on
the effectiveness of structuring feedback acquisition (Section 2.5),
in particular the work by Greenberg et al. [18], we hypothesize that
providing a clear structure on how to provide feedback in combination with relevant example questions will teach the workers how to
pose open-ended and thought-provoking questions, just like Alison
King did with her students [24, 25].
H-Support 2: Feedback in the form of an open-ended question has more neutral sentiment than feedback addressing
the same concern, but framed as a statement. Assuming that
crowd workers are able to pose such questions, we hypothesize
that open-ended questions carry more neutral sentiment than statements given the nature of open-ended questions.
H-Support 3: Preceding question-based feedback leads to
more balanced acceptance of subsequent statement-based feedback compared to statement-based feedback alone. Assuming
open-ended questions contain more neutral sentiment than statements and taking into account the improvement in perception of
negative feedback when preceded by positive feedback [48], we
hypothesize that presenting the question-based feedback first will
cause the recipients to focus on the design rather than themselves
and perceive subsequent statement-based feedback more neutrally
compared to statement-based feedback alone.

4

STUDY 1: ELICITING OPEN-ENDED
FEEDBACK QUESTIONS FROM CROWD
WORKERS

In support of H-Main, we investigated if open-ended questionbased feedback can be crowdsourced from non-experts (H-Support
1) and if such question-based feedback contains more neutral sentiment than statement-based feedback (H-Support 2). To this end,
we asked online crowd workers to provide feedback for graphic
designs in the form of statements and questions.

4.1

Experimental Design

In our approach (Section 3), we ask each feedback provider to
rephrase their feedback statement into a question to ensure that
the feedback addresses the same aspect of the design. However, the
act of rephrasing might be a confounding factor that influences
the sentiment and open-endedness. To control for this potential
confounding factor, we conducted a within-subjects experiment
with two factors: framing and rephrasing. Framing has two levels,
which refer to posing feedback as either declaratory statements or
open-ended questions. Rephrasing describes the strategy of eliciting statements-questions pairs and has the following two levels:
rephrasing statements into questions (S→Q) or vice versa (Q→S).
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4.2

All Feedback Items

Task

We presented each participant with four diverse designs of a flyer
advertising a local event. We asked each participant to provide
three written feedback items (addressing the theme of the design,
the layout of the design, and a specific visual element in the flyer).
For the first two flyers, the participants had to write a statement first
and then rephrase it into a question (S→Q). For the other two flyers,
the participant had to first write the question and then rephrase the
question into a statement (Q→S). Following Greenberg et al. [18],
we provided three diverse examples to promote creativity [41, 42]
and encourage feedback that addresses a variety of aspects. Each
example consisted of a statement and question.

4.3
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Figure 2: Feedback Polarity: Distribution of polarity scores
(x-axes) across all feedback items (left), items related to negative statements (middle), and items related to positive statements (right). Questions have more neutral sentiment on average than the corresponding statements.

Participants

We recruited 24 participants (16 male and 8 female) on Amazon Mechanical Turk (AMT) who were located in the US and spoke English
natively. Only participants with an acceptance rate above 97% and
more than 500 approved HITs were accepted. The majority of participants (16) were aged between 30–40. Three were between 20-30
years old. Another three were between 40-50 years old. And two
were aged between 50–60. On average, the participants reported to
be somewhat familiar with graphic design principles (M=3.17) and
not very proficient in generating graphic designs (M=2.58). The
results were reported on a 5-point Likert scale from “very unfamiliar” to “very familiar” and “very unproficient” to “very proficient”
respectively. Participants were paid 5 USD for completing the task.

material (e.g., “Is this one of the actual boats that are currently
being used by the crew?”).
The authors initially coded all questions individually using separate Google Sheets with questions in randomized order. They
achieved high agreement of Krippendorff’s α = .81 (calculated
in Python using Grill’s krippendorff_alpha method [19]). Subsequently, they collaboratively resolved conflicts to reach complete
agreement. Most conflicts were due to two types of questions: questions that ask for a reason (e.g., “Is there some reason why you did
not decide to go with a more blue color to kind of go along with
boating?”) and questions that ask for an alternative (e.g., “Does
the text at the bottom contrast enough against the water? Is there
another color that might work better?”).

4.4

Sentiment. We analyzed the sentiment of every feedback statement and question using VADER [22]—an automated sentiment analysis tool. VADER provides a polarity score ranging from −1 to 1,
where −1 refers to negative sentiment, 1 refers to positive sentiment.
We consider scores between −0.05 and 0.05 as neutral sentiment.

Procedure

We divided the participants into two groups, where the first group
started with rephrasing statements into questions (S→Q) two times
and then switched to Q→S. The second group started with Q→S
and switched to S→Q after the first two flyers. Supplementary Figures S2–S4 show how the task was implemented. To avoid mistakes
when the participants switched from S→Q to Q→S and vice versa,
we added a dedicated step to inform about the upcoming switch in
the rephrasing strategy. In total, each participant provided 12 feedback items: three feedback items for each of the four flyer designs.
The order of the flyers was randomized.

4.5

Measurements

Open-endedness. We measured the rate of successfully-rephrased
statements into open-ended and thought-provoking questions through
coding. The first two authors of this paper coded all statements as
being either successfully rephrased into open-ended and thoughtprovoking questions or not. We considered a question to be openended and thought-provoking if it required more than a yes/no
answer or a statement of simple facts. Specifically, we used Alison King’s [24–26] question stems (e.g., “How did you choose. . . ”,
“What is the purpose of. . . ”, or “Why did you decide on. . . ”) as guidance and we assessed if the question targeted the rationale behind
a design choice.
Prior to the analysis, feedback that did not target the actual
design was removed. Such peripheral feedback questions typically
focus on predefined requirements (e.g., “What made you name it
Harvard Open Boathouse if it’s technically not "open" to anyone
except for Harvard students?”) or facts about the photographic

4.6

Results

Ten out of 288 feedback questions (3.5%) were removed from the
analysis as they did not pertain to the graphical design choices. Of
the remaining 278 questions, 236 (84.9%) were found to be openended and thought-provoking.
The distribution of sentiment polarity scores for the statementand question-based feedback items are shown in Figure 2. As confirmed by a Shapiro-Wilk test of normality, the polarity scores
are not normally distributed (W=.92, p<.0001). Therefore, we conducted a Wilcoxon signed-rank test to compare the absolute polarity
of statement-based and question-based feedback. We found that
statement-based feedback had significantly higher absolute polarity (M=.33, SD=.27) than question-based feedback (M=.18, SD=.23;
W=5703.5, p<.0001).
To better understand how the question and statement sentiment
differed, we separately analyzed the polarity scores of statementquestion pairs associated to statements with a polarity smaller than
−.05 (i.e., negative statements), larger than .05 (i.e., positive statements), and polarity in [-.05, .05] (i.e., neutral statements). For negative statements (n=87), we found that statement-based feedback
had significantly more negative polarity scores (M=-.34, SD=.20)
than the related question-based feedback (M=0.07, SD=0.28; W=112,
p<.0001). Similarly, for positive statements (n=128), statement-based
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feedback had significantly higher polarity scores (M=.50, SD=.21)
than the related question-based feedback (M=.17, SD=.27; W=643.0,
p<.0001). For neutral statements (n=63), we did not find any significant difference in the scores for statement-based (M=.00, SD=.01)
and question-based feedback (M=.04, SD=.21; W=89.5, p=.14).
To determine the influence of rephrasing (S→Q and Q→S), which
might be a potential confounding factor (Section 4.1), we analyzed
its impact on the questions’ open-endedness and sentiment. Knowing the influence of rephrasing can also inform future practical
uses of our method. A Cochran’s Q test showed that there was no
significant association between rephrasing and open-endedness of
the questions (Q=8.92, p=.63).
Regarding the impact of rephrasing on the sentiment polarity
scores, we were additionally interesting in testing for potential
interactions effects between rephrasing and framing. To use a nonparametric factorial analysis, we first applied the Aligned Rank
Transform [47] on the polarity scores. Using the aligned polarity
scores, we conducted a repeated-measures analysis of variance
(ANOVA) with framing and rephrasing as the two within-subjects
factors. As expected, we observed a significant effect of framing on
absolute polarity (F(1,552)=65.51, p<.0001) and no significant effect
of rephrasing on the absolute polarity (F(1,552)=1.23, p=.27). We
also did not find any significant interaction between framing and
rephrasing (F(1,552)=1.46, p=.23).
We separately repeated the same analysis for question-statement
pairs associated with negative and positive statements. For negative statements, we again find a significant effect for framing
(F(1,170)=191.98, p<.0001) and no significant effect for rephrasing
(F(1,170)=.53, p=.47). However, this time we found a significant
interaction between framing and rephrasing (F(1,170)=5.41, p=.021).
Investigating the simple main effects for Q→S and S→Q separately, we find that questions (M=.09, SD=.3) had a more neutral
polarity score (Q→S: M=.09, SD=.3; S→Q: M=.05, SD=.27) than
statements (Q→S: M=-.38, SD=.21; S→Q: M=-.31, SD=.19) in both
cases (Q→S: F(1,86)=110.87, p<.0001; S→Q: F(1,84)=81.1, p<.0001).
Similarly, for positive statements, we find a significant effect for
framing (F(1,252)=115.92, p<.0001), no significant effect for rephrasing (F(1,252)=.96, p=.33), and a significant interaction between framing and rephrasing (F(1,252)=6.84, p=.01) We again investigated the
simple main effects for Q→S and S→Q separately and found that
questions had a more neutral polarity score (Q→S: M=.19, SD=.25;
S→Q: M=.15, SD=.30) than statements (Q→S: M=.47, SD=.21; S→Q:
M=.52, SD=.22) in both cases (Q→S: F(1,128)=48.95, p<.0001; S→Q:
F(1,124)=68.67, p<.0001).

4.7

Summary and Discussion

The results of this study demonstrate that non-experts recruited
online can produce open-ended questions with a high degree of
success (84.9%), which supports H-Support 1. Our results also
demonstrate that feedback phrased as questions has weaker polarity than equivalent feedback presented as declarative statements
according to automated sentiment analysis. That is, questions related to negative feedback express more neutral sentiment than
their corresponding statements, and questions related to positive
feedback also express more neutral sentiment than statements expressing equivalent critique. These findings support H-Support
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2. Finally, our results suggest that the order in which feedback is
rephrased does not have a strong effect on the feedback’s sentiment.
While we see an interaction between framing and rephrasing, the
simple main effects indicate that questions have significantly less
sentiment compared to statement in both rephrasing orders.
One concern is the influence of the payment on the feedback.
Prior research suggests that the principal effect of payment is the
increased quantity of work: Unpaid crowds provide less feedback
than paid workers [50, 51]. A factor that may be of greater relevance
is anonymity, which can improve the feedback quality by avoiding
peer pressure [31]. Thus, we assume that our results on the quality
and sentiment of feedback will generalize to unpaid settings as long
as the feedback is anonymous. However, more studies are necessary
to verify this assumption.

5

STUDY 2: THE EFFECTS OF COMBINING
STATEMENT- WITH QUESTION-BASED
FEEDBACK

In the second user study, we examined our main hypothesis HMain and the supporting hypothesis H-Support 3 in the context
of a graphic design task. The study consisted of two sessions. In
the first session, participants designed an event flyer, for which
we subsequently crowdsourced feedback. Based on this feedback,
participants revised their initial design in the second session. Finally,
an independent jury of design experts rated the improvements of
the revised designs.

5.1

Experimental Design

We conducted a between-subjects experiment in which we compared the following three conditions: statement-based feedback
only (S), question-based feedback only (Q), and question-based feedback followed by statement-based feedback (Q+S). While our main
hypothesis (H-Main) is that the revision quality in Q+S will be
higher than in S, we included Q to be able to determine whether the
hypothesized improvement is due to the combination or framing of
feedback. The participants were equally and randomly distributed
across the three conditions.

5.2

Task

The participants were asked to design a flyer for a local sports
event. The event, called “Harvard Open Boathouse” was a fictional
open house day of a university-affiliated rowing club that invites
university members to learn about the sport, facilities, and meet
senior club members. We chose this fictional event to focus on a
specific event type that is popular in the local area.
In the first session, participants designed their initial flyer, which
they subsequently in the second session. Before revising their flyer
design, the participants were presented with crowdsourced feedback (Figure 3), which we asked them to address in their revision.
See Supplementary Figure S14 for a full example. During the feedback presentation, participants had to rate how much each statement or question made them think about their design in new ways.
Since our goal was to capture the immediately-perceived thoughtprovokingness of each feedback item, the form fields disappeared
after the corresponding feedback was rated. In the Q+S condition,
the participants saw only the question-based feedback until they
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rated the thought-provokingness, but a text label indicated that
more information (i.e., the feedback statement) would appear after rating. In all conditions, participants were not allowed to proceed and upload their revised design until all feedback items had
been rated. Inspired by Yen et al. [54], we wanted the participants
to think about the question-based feedback explicitly to encourage reflection. Furthermore, in Q+S, we wanted to contrast the
reported thought-provokingness against the final feedback ratings
(Section 5.6) to assess whether preceding questions increase the
perceived usefulness of the feedback.

5.3

Participants

Designers. We recruited 36 participants (8 male and 28 female) located around Harvard University (Cambridge, MA) using flyers and
mailing lists. The majority of participants (21) were aged between
18–25 while the rest (15) were aged between 26–35. We targeted
participants who were relatively inexperienced in graphic design,
as prior research [3, 15] has shown that experienced designers have
often built high confidence in their skill sets and rely primarily on
their experience rather than feedback. In a pre-study questionnaire,
most participants (25 out of 36) reported that they had never created
a graphic design in a professional capacity. Per completion of both
sessions, participants received a 35-USD gift card.
Feedback Providers. We recruited 187 participants on AMT to provide feedback on the flyer designs. As in the first study (Section 4),
we only accepted US-based workers with an acceptance rate above
97% and more than 500 approved HITs. To prevent any potential
learning effects and ensure an equal distribution of independent
feedback providers per design, we used Unique Turker [34], which
Statements Only

Questions Only

Combined: First Question, Then Statement
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stopped feedback providers from completing the user study multiple times. For statement- (S) and question-only (Q) feedback, we
paid 0.85 USD per task. For the combined feedback (Q+S), we paid
1.25 USD per task.
Judges. To evaluate and rate the improvement of the flyer designs, we recruited a jury of eight design experts (three male and
five female). We considered someone to be a design expert if they
hold an academic degree in a field related to graphic design, had at
least two years of work experience as a professional designer or had
taught at least one course related to graphic design. Three experts
earned a doctor degree while the others held a master degree in
architecture, UI/UX/HCI, or fine arts. Five judges were professors,
two were graduate research assistants with teaching experience,
and one was a professional designer. Each expert received a 50-USD
gift card as compensation.

5.4

5.5

After rating

Figure 3: Feedback Presentation: In the combined condition (Q+S), the statement was only shown after the thoughtprovokingness was rated.

Main Study Procedure

We conducted the study online to allow participants to work on their
designs anywhere and anytime. Our web application guided the
participants through each step of the user study. See Supplementary
Figures S5–S19 for a complete walkthrough. We split the experiment
into two sessions to allow for enough time to collect feedback.
Figure 4 shows an overview of the procedure.
The first session comprised the consent process, pre-study questionnaire, design brief, and the first design iteration. The participants were free to use their software of choice for designing the
flyer. For participants who did not have access to any graphics
software, we recommended Google Drawings [17] and Gravit Designer [11]. After each participant completed the first session, we
acquired, filtered, and randomly selected crowdsourced feedback.
In the second session, the participants were presented with the
feedback, revised their initial design, rated the received feedback,
and completed the post-study questionnaire. Each session took
45–60 minutes. We started measuring the time before presenting
the instructions for designing and revising the flyer and showed a
timer for convenience.
Finally, an independent jury of design experts rated the improvement of the design revisions and selected the three best designs.
We randomized the order of the flyers for each jury member to
avoid interaction effects between the flyer’s position and rating.
The participant with the highest average quality rating received
an additional 100-USD gift card. We included the competition to
increase the participants’ motivation throughout the two sessions.

Acquisition and Selection of Crowdsourced
Feedback

For each flyer design, we collected 15 feedback items from five
unique crowd-workers (i.e., three feedback items per worker) using
the S→Q feedback acquisition procedure from Section 4. Anticipating how the S and Q conditions might be implemented in practice,
we asked the feedback providers to only give statement-based or
question-based feedback, respectively. Hence, the rephrasing step
was omitted in S and Q.
After collecting the feedback (Figure 5), the first two authors of
this paper inspected each set of three feedback items to ensure a
minimum level of quality. In 7 out of 180 cases, the crowd worker
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Figure 4: User Study Procedure: In the first session, the participants completed a pre-study questionnaire (1) and created an
initial flyer design (2). Afterward, we crowdsourced feedback from AMT. (See Figure 1 for an example.) In the second session,
the participants read the feedback (3), revised their design (4), rated the feedback (5), and completed a post-study questionnaire
(4). Finally, a jury of design experts rated the improvement of the flyer designs (Figure 7).
provided incomprehensible or nonsensical answers (e.g., “Element
is Fine text”). We rejected these submissions and obtained new
feedback. From the pool of 540 feedback items, we removed four
peripheral feedback items that did not target the design itself, e.g.,
“Why is the open boathouse restricted to only people with a university Harvard affiliations?”.
After filtering out invalid feedback, the first two authors of this
paper grouped the feedback items that targeted the very same
aspect of the flyer design and arrived at the same conclusion. For
instance, as shown in Figure 5 (bottom), the three statements target
the same visual element, but only the conclusion of the first and
second are the same. Therefore, we grouped the first two but not
the third feedback item. For each group, we randomly selected only
one item. We used these groupings to avoid presenting the same
critique multiple times. While the number of identical feedback
items can provide an estimate for the critique’s severity, we opted
for diverse feedback instead. Finally, we randomly selected five
feedback items per design from the selection of unique feedback
items, which were then shown to the participant during the second
session. Given the time constraints for the revision task, we chose
to limit the number of feedback items so that the participants did
not have to spend much time on organizing the feedback.

5.6

Measurements

We used the results of three survey questions related to the feedback’s thought-provokingness, usefulness, and tone as measures
for the acceptance of feedback (H-Support 3). See Supplementary
Figure S17 for an example.
Thought-provokingness. In the second session, after having read
each feedback item, but before submitting the revised design, we
asked the participants: “Does this [statement/question] make you
think about your design in a new way?”. The participants provided
their answers on a 5-point Likert scale ranging from “no, not at all”
(1) to “yes, very much” (5).
Usefulness. After the participants submitted their revised designs,
we showed them the feedback again with the original and revised
flyer design. This time, the participants had to rate each feedback
item’s usefulness in regards to the design revision by answering
“Was this feedback useful for revising your design?” using a 5point Likert scale ranging from “no, not at all” to “yes, very much”.
Our goal was to find out which feedback was perceived useful for
revising the design as an indicator of the feedback acceptance.

Tone. We also asked the participants to rate the tone of the feedback on a 5-point Likert scale from “very negative” to “very positive”
to get a subjective rating of the feedback’s sentiment polarity. To
indicate that the tone is different from the feeling, we additionally
asked the participants how the feedback made them feel.
Improvement. To assess the impact of the feedback on the design
revision (H-Main), we asked the jury members to rate the improvement of each flyer design on a diverging 7-point Likert scale ranging
from “worsened significantly” (1) to “significant improvement” (7).

5.7

Results

The 36 participants created a total of 72 flyer designs (two designs
per participant). Figure 7 shows a diverse sample of eight flyer designs created by the participants. The distributions of key measures
per condition (S, Q, and Q+S) are shown in Figure 6.
To assess the overall effect of the feedback conditions on the quality of the design revisions, we analyzed the experts’ improvement
ratings of the revised flyers. The distribution is shown in Figure 6
(right side). A Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test with condition (S, Q, and
Q+S) as the independent variable and improvement as the dependent variable shows a significant effect of the conditions (H=7.34,
df=2, p=.0255). A pairwise post-hoc Dunn test with BenjaminiHochberg correction was significant for Q+S versus S (p=.0341)
and Q+S versus Q (p=.0479). However, S does not significantly differ from Q (p=.89). The results show that the mean improvement for
Q+S (M=4.77, SD=1.36) was significantly greater than the mean improvement for S (M=4.41, SD=1.14, d=.29) and Q (M=4.32, SD=1.26,
d=.34). The effect sizes for these analyses (d=.29 and d=.34) were
found to exceed Cohen’s [9] convention for a small effect (d=.2).
A Kruskal-Wallis rank sum test with the condition (S, Q, and
Q+S) as the independent variable and thought-provokingness as
the dependent variable shows a significant effect of the condition (H=10.17, df=2, p=.0061). A pairwise post-hoc Dunn test with
Benjamini-Hochberg correction was significant for S versus Q
(p=.0079) and Q+S versus Q (p=.0232). The results show that the
mean thought-provokingness of S (M=3.80, SD=1.22) and Q+S
(M=3.57, SD=1.25) were significantly higher than Q (M=3.03, SD=1.33).
However, Q+S did not significantly differ from S (p=.56). Apart from
that, we found no significant effect of condition on either usefulness
(H=3.62, df=2, p=.16) or tone (H=1.75, df=2, p=.42).
To determine whether the feedback differed by some other measure, we conducted a Wilcoxon signed-rank test to compare the
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feedback
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feedback item
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Randomly
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feedback
items

EXAMPLE

FEEDBACK

ASPECT & CONCLUSION

Boathouse photo is missing boats

2. While the image used might be a boathouse, you should probably use an image that includes some of the boats as well.

Boathouse photo is missing boats

3. The photo of the boathouse is a nice choice here. I like that it looks nice and welcoming.

Boathouse photo is a good choice

GROUPING

1. They are advertising a boathouse, but you don't see any boats in the image.

Figure 5: Feedback Selection: First, we rejected nonsensical submissions and removed peripheral feedback items. Next, for each
flyer design, we grouped the feedback by the aspect (e.g., font size) and conclusion (e.g., too small) and randomly selected one
feedback item per group. From the remaining feedback items we randomly sampled five feedback items that were presented
to the participant.
statement length between S and Q+S and the question length between Q between Q+S. We found that statements in S (M=120.3,
SD=52.4) are significantly longer than in Q+S (M=87.8, SD=45.0;
W=383.0, p<.0001). In contrast, the question length in Q (M=90.2,
SD=47.5) did not differ significantly Q+S (M=90.9, SD=47.0; W=835.5,
p=.88). We also compared the feedback’s absolute polarity using a
Wilcoxon signed-rank test but did not find any significant differences in the statements between S (M=.36, SD=.29) and Q (M=.33,
SD=.35; W=781.5, p=.56) and the questions in Q (M=.15, SD=.21)
and Q+S (M=.2, SD=.27; W=341.5, p=.17).
To verify if the redesigns were based primarily on the feedback
obtained through this study, we asked participants after the study:
“Did you collect feedback or ideas for the revision elsewhere?” (1 =
“no, not at all” to 5 = “yes, very much”). On average, the participants
reported that they did not collect ideas elsewhere (M=1.39, SD=.99),
and there was no significant difference between the conditions with
respect to this question.

6

OVERALL DISCUSSION

Enhancing Feedback With Open-Ended Questions. In terms of
the overall effect of S (statements only), Q (questions only), and
Q+S (question-based feedback followed by statement-based feedback) on the quality of design revisions, we found that Q+Sled to
significantly better revisions than either S or Q, which provides evidence in support of our main hypothesis (Table 1). Even though the
statement-based feedback we collected lacked strong sentiment on
average, the effect sizes of Q+S compared to S (d=.29) and Q+S compared to Q (d=.34) show a clear impact on the overall effectiveness
of design feedback. Such impact was not evident in previous work
on enhancing crowdsourced design feedback [18, 30, 32], which
instead focused on improved feedback perception. The improvement in design iteration that we saw might in part be due to the
reflective nature of question-based feedback. In this regard, our
work extends the findings from Yen et al. [54], who demonstrated
that a reflective activity alone can be as effective as feedback for

design iterations. Yet, their results did not show a benefit of combining the reflective activity with traditional feedback, which was
the case for Q+S in our study. Overall, we assume that the impact
of Q+S will be even greater in contexts where the crowdsourced
feedback contains stronger sentiment, such as in social networks
or web forums [53].
Furthermore, as expected, we found that feedback in the form of
questions only (Q) led to the least-improved design revisions. These
results, albeit the difference between S and Q was not significant,
are in line with previous work [3] and suggest that question-only
feedback should not replace statement-based feedback for novices.
In support of our approach, through manually coding questions
as either open-ended and thought-provoking or not, we show that
it is indeed possible to enable online crowd workers to rephrase
their statements into open-ended and thought-provoking questions.
In total, 85% of all questions were successfully rephrased, which we
believe is a strong indicator that our AMT task design is an effective
approach to crowdsource question-based feedback. Therefore, HSupport 1 is supported. To further improve the success rate, future
work could guide the elicitation of question-based feedback with
natural language processing towards open-endedness.

Feedback Ratings

Thought-Provoking

Statements only

Useful

Questions only

Improvement

Tone

S

Statements

Q

S Q

Questions

Figure 6: Feedback Ratings and Design Improvements: Distribution of the feedback ratings from the participants and
improvement ratings of the jury. Note, the improvement
score is provided on a diverging 7-point Likert scale where
1 refers to “worsened significantly” and 7 refers to “significant improvement”.
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Figure 7: Flyer Designs: Eight flyer designs from study 2. The top row shows flyers with decreasing average quality scores of
the revised design. The bottom row shows flyers with decreasing average improvement scores. Each pair of images shows the
original design on the left and the revised design on the right. The first flyer (1) won the best design award.
The results of the polarity analysis strongly indicate that questioning is an effective technique to neutralize sentiment. In particular, the sentiment of negative statements is resolved entirely,
which is essential to avoid negatively influencing the recipient’s
affective state. Interestingly, the sentiment of positive statements is
also reduced, which suggests that question-based feedback carries
less sentiment overall. In conclusion, our results suggest that HSupport 2 is supported. By presenting question-based feedback
prior to statement-based feedback, our method is an implementation of Wu et al.’s approach for mitigating unwanted effects of
negative sentiment [48].
Regarding the effects of questions on the perception of statements with overly positive or negative sentiment, we did not find
any significant differences between the conditions in the reported
usefulness ratings. Therefore, we cannot confirm H-Support 3.
In comparison, related work [18, 30, 32] found that structuring
and scaffolding can improve the feedback’s perceived usefulness.
A potential explanation why we still saw an improved effectiveness of the Q+S feedback compared to S and Q could be that preposed question-based feedback primarily changes the recipient’s
focus from themselves to the design task. This change might have
mitigated the effects of negative feedback [37]. Contrary to our
expectations, the only significantly different feedback rating was
thought-provokingness, which was the lowest in Q. In hindsight,
asking participants about the magnitude of how much a feedback
item made them think about their design might have been too unspecific. For instance, instructional feedback could have prompted

the participants to think a lot about how to execute suggestions
rather than to think about alternative designs. A more in-depth
analysis of the revised designs could uncover which feedback was
indeed addressed. It might also be necessary to study this question
by limiting the feedback to highly negative and positive statements
to emphasize the potential effect of questions on the perceived
usefulness.

Hypothesis
H-Main

H-Support 1

H-Support 2
H-Support 3

Support
Feedback presented as questions followed
by statements improves design revisions
compared to statement-based or questionbased feedback alone.
Non-expert crowd workers can ask openended and thought-provoking feedback
questions.
Question-based feedback has more neutral
sentiment than statement-based feedback.
Feedback presented as questions followed
by statements leads to more balanced acceptance of subsequent statement-based
feedback.

Yes

Yes

Yes
No

Table 1: Key Findings: The results support our main hypothesis and two out of three supporting hypotheses.
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Generalizability. Given the breadth of related work, we would
assume to see similar effects of question-based feedback in other
domains. In particular, question-based feedback should easily be
applicable to different areas of creative work due to the similar
processes of iteration. Regarding our method for crowdsourcing
question-based feedback, there are no technical limitations to expanding this method to other types of work. However, the success
of crowdsourcing question-based feedback depends on the accessibility of the work to non-expert crowd workers. While graphic
design in general and flyer-based advertisement in specific should
be accessible by most people, this might not be the case for other
types of work.
Beyond crowdsourcing, questions could also be employed as
a generic method to enhance feedback. However, the usefulness
of question-based feedback might be limited by the ability of the
feedback providers to ask effective questions. More work needs to
be done to better understand how the effectiveness of questions
and statements are related when the feedback is obtained in other
contexts, for instance, from domain experts.
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specific feedback items. Moreover, it would be interesting to evaluate what aspects determine the quality of question-based feedback
regarding reflection. We assume that, similar to statements, the
ability of questions to generate productive ideas for design revisions depends on their specificity. However, more aspects likely
come into play. Also, given that designers with varying expertise
make sense of and provide feedback differently [14, 16], it would
be interesting to determine if question-based feedback is perceived
differently by non-professional and professional designers.
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